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A monologue or soliloquy to be performed by one actress, aged 50. She is onstage, sitting in 
an armchair. There is a bottle of white wine and a wine glass on a coffee table next to her. 
The bottle is not full. She is sufficiently tipsy to ramble and occasionally rant, but not over-
the-top comedy drunk. 
 
Pours drink. Takes a sip. Hmm. Not bad. I wouldn't have spotted the 'overtones of citrus and 
melon', but really not bad. Notices audience. Oh, Hello! What d'you reckon, writing the 
reviews for wine must be the easiest job in the world, mustn't it? I might apply. Citrus and 
melon, my granny! (shakes head) Well, cheers! (drinks) You might be asking, what am I 
celebrating? Good question. I turned fifty a few weeks ago. Most people have a party, all 
their friends, lots of booze. Only problem is, I don't really do parties. Not sure I ever did, 
really. I mean, I never felt that comfortable in a room full of people having fun. I could never 
let my hair down. (touches it) well, obviously, it's a bit short for that! No, but seriously, d'you 
know what I mean? Like, everyone around you is laughing, dancing, or snogging, and you 
just feel ... separate. Not part of the crowd. Even when I was with Luke, I had to work at it, 
being with a crowd. You shouldn't have to work at having fun, should you? I mean, that's like 
a what d'you call it? Oxymoron. I think that's what I mean. I'll google it in a bit. (drinks) 
 
So, anyway. I turned fifty, but no party. No 'lots of friends'. I did manage the 'lots of booze' - 
that wasn't too difficult! Cheers! (drinks again, pours a bit more wine out) The thing is, you 
see, it doesn't feel like a celebration if you're on your own. I mean, if you've got someone, 
you're part of a unit, maybe just the two of you, and you make it a really special day, cos 
you've had all that time together and you've still got plenty left - I mean, what's fifty these 
days? Fifty is the new forty, or even thirty-five ... Or maybe, more likely in fact, you've got 
children, even grandchildren, who knows? And you have a big do, one of those great family 
milestones where everyone eats far too much, and OK, there might be a bit of bickering in 
the background (bicker in the background - good alliteration, that!), but basically it's an 
affirmation, right? Family. (drinks) 
 
I remember when I turned twenty-one my mum said could she do a party because at that 
time it seemed the family only ever met for funerals, and she wanted them to have a happy 
get-together - probably the last one before all the older generation popped their clogs, only 
she didn't say that bit - and she was right. It was a bit dull, perhaps - when you're twenty-one 
you don't necessarily want to celebrate with your Great-auntie Annie and Uncle Frank, and 
those cousins of your mum's you normally only see at alternate Christmases, but yeah, why 
not? Family. 
 
Only the thing is, Luke and I didn't have kids. People nowadays assume it's a choice, and I 
let them think that, because it's private, that kind of pain. These days people let it all hang 
out, tell their intimate secrets to the world - I blame the Americans, they're like that, aren't 
they? Two minutes chat on a train and they're your best buddy - and we're all American now, 
aren't we? What with Hollywood and the internet. But I wasn't brought up like that, sharing 
stuff with strangers, and I don't like it. Personal stuff should stay personal. ... What? I'm 
telling you now, am I? Yes, well, I've been on this citrus and melon whatsit for (checks 
watch) well over an hour already. Truth in wine, that's what they say. Don't know about truth, 
but it certainly makes it hard to keep your gob shut. (drinks) 
 
Where was I? Oh, yes, me and Luke. See, I was never one of those women with lots of men 
interested. Oh, you know, the usual, when I was a student. But then nothing, not really, for 
years, until I met Luke. I'd more or less given up on the happy ever after idea. But he was - 
fantastic. Like it was meant to be. I mean, like all the songs and movies tell you it should be 
and it so rarely actually is. He even called me Christina when we first met. Sorry, that sounds 
daft. My name's Christina, so what else would he call me, right? Wrong. English people are 
so lazy, they'll shorten any name if they can, never mind about the owner of that name. So 
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Elizabeths get Liz, like it or not - and most of em hate it - and Peters get Pete. I always get 
Chris, and it pisses me off something chronic - I mean, your name is personal, right, it's part 
of your identity, why can't people get that and get it right? (slight drunken rant here) But Luke 
did. Never a Chris or a Chrissie - yeuch, 'Chrissie', blonde curls and pink ribbons and frilly 
knickers! - always Christina. So I, like, felt I could trust him right from the start. 
 
I did trust him. Trust him completely, like I'd never trusted anyone, except my best friend at 
school. You never really have best friends later on, do you, not like when you're a kid, a 
teenager, and it's all out there, you're so intense. Later on you might have people you can 
talk to, even really talk to, now and again, but they've got husbands, or partners, and kids, 
and the school run, and work, and then their mum's had a stroke and needs looking after, or 
they just move away cos a better job came up, and you keep in touch for a while, of course 
you're friends on Facebook, but that's not like real friends, is it? Real friends you can do 
things with and share things with and you're somewhere near the top of their list not way 
down at the bottom after husband and work and parents evening and yoga class. Later on, 
thirty-plus, you only come at the top of the list with your partner. If you've got a partner. 
(drinks) 
 
Luke had nearly got married to someone before me. Well, they were engaged for 4 years. 
What's that about? Engaged. If you don't actually get married, it's a sort of halfway 
commitment, isn't it? I don't know. Anyway, he never had any problem finding a woman, he 
had this sort of natural charm. If I say he was charming it sounds smarmy, but he wasn't like 
that. He just had this kind of electric personality that lit up a room. Men felt it too, I mean, 
men really liked him, they'd tell anecdotes about him to their mates, he was just that sort of 
bloke. Memorable. So of course he'd never been single for more than a couple of months at 
a time. One relationship would end and he'd be a bit upset, but he'd start looking round and 
pretty soon, he'd be dating again. I'm not like that. Even if I got the chance, even if they were 
standing in line waiting for me to give the nod, I'm just not like that. When I watch those 
soaps where people are in and out of new relationships every other week, I think, get real! 
Real people need time to grieve, to adjust. But then I look at Luke, and maybe the soaps 
haven't got it completely wrong. Perhaps some people are like that, resilient. Perhaps 
everyone is but me. (pours more wine and empties bottle without registering this fact) 
 
I suppose I was too grateful to Luke, always. Grateful that he fancied me, when most men 
didn't, grateful that he saved me from all those evenings in with a book wishing I had 
somewhere to go, those parties where I'd hover on the edge, or if I did join in, I'd just make a 
prat of myself and feel deeply embarrassed the next day ... But the trouble with gratitude is, 
it makes for an unbalanced kind of relationship. If he suggested going to a veteran car rally 
I'd agree, even though it bored me silly, and if he wanted a night out with his mates I never 
complained even if I was feeling really down and would've liked him to stay in with me. And 
of course, if he wanted sex I always said yes, but if I suggested it and he wasn't in the mood, 
tough titty. 
 
I suppose what I'm saying is, no matter how much I could talk to him - and I told him stuff 
about myself I'd never told a living soul - no matter what trust and love there was between us 
- and I did believe, I do believe, that he really loved me - I always felt he was the boss, in the 
final analysis. Maybe all women secretly feel that, even these days. Or maybe it's just me. 
(drinks) Anyway, he still left me. So there we are. And there I was, forty-two and single 
again. My friends said all the usual stuff - better off without him, other fish in the sea, all that. 
It's rubbish, isn't it? I did try. I grew my hair so I'd look more feminine, and I joined Guardian 
Soulmates, spent ages writing my profile. One or two men were even interested - in fact, I 
met one for coffee - but I soon realised it was just no good. They weren't Luke. They might 
be nice enough but for me they'd always be second best. So one day I bought one of those 
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electric hair clippers from the supermarket and cut my hair off again. And I unsubscribed 
from Soulmates. 
 
It's funny, isn't it, how we're all different. I was in Oslo recently, and I went on an evening 
cruise on the fjord, and during the shrimp buffet I sat next to this woman who turned out to 
be an Oslo taxi driver. She was there with a mate and I guess that was their Saturday night 
out - when the band played all this old rock and roll she was up there dancing away, no 
inhibitions. She was at least my age, but she'd got bleached hair and makeup and there she 
was, having a whale of a time. I wish I could do that. I wish I could just say, sod Luke, sod 
him, sod all men in fact, my happiness does not depend on them. 
 
But then I start remembering all the special moments with him, and it's easier just to get a 
bottle of Pinot Grigio out of the fridge. (drinks) There's nothing wrong with a glass of wine, is 
there? I mean, I know I drink on my own, and that's not exactly social drinking - more the 
opposite really, antisocial drinking. Taking the edge off the world, cause sometimes I don't 
like the world very much. But it's only wine. It's not like I'm tipping back a bottle of vodka 
every night or anything. OK, some nights I finish the bottle, but that's over ... well, three or 
four hours. At least four hours, because sometimes I start quite early. Well, what time is it 
now? You see! But winter's coming on and it's getting dark already, so it feels quite late. And 
I don't like being alone in the dark ... (drinks, cupping the glass, then puts it down) 
 
OK, maybe I should cut back a bit. You're right. No, I know you didn't say anything, you just 
looked it. I suppose it's crept up from a glass or two to a bottle or more. It was turning fifty 
that really got to me. Big scary five-oh. And suddenly you start to notice your skin has gone 
all papery like your gran's used to be, and the veins are starting to stick out on the back of 
your hands, and you are, frankly, old. Fifty is the new forty, my arse! Fifty is past it. Not past 
everything, of course not, but IT. You know what I'm talking about. 
 
I suppose I should be pleased. Released. So, men aren't interested, they only want a 
younger model - so what? I'm not that interested in them any more. Not really at all, actually. 
That happened quite suddenly. One minute I was having the most graphic fantasies about 
this bloke I knew - well, knew a bit - then the next minute, it seemed, nothing. I saw on a 
documentary that humans and whales are the only mammals where the females live on 
quite a long time after the menopause. Most female animals are just about grow up, find a 
mate, give birth, look after your offspring, year after year and then die. But we get this whole 
extra stage, this time to be ourselves. Should be a whole new life. Go crazy, do what you 
like, what you like. No need to please a man, no demanding mouths to feed, just do what 
you want, when you want, in your own time. I want to go to Africa on a safari. I want to take 
up a completely new hobby, like ... archery. Or skydiving. With my papery skin and my 
protruding veins and all. And bugger the housework. (raises glass) I'll drink to that. (empties 
glass, lifts bottle - it is empty) Empty. All gone. Oh, well, there's another one in the fridge. 
And as for my libido - that's in the fridge too! 
 
 
 
 

If you have enjoyed reading this, please visit my website. I have several full-length 
contemporary dramas plus a range of short plays suitable for studio production. 
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